
Physics 364, Fall 2012, reading due 2012-09-27.
Email your answers to ashmansk@hep.upenn.edu by 11pm on Thursday

Course materials and schedule are at http://positron.hep.upenn.edu/p364

Assignment: (a) First read through my notes (starting on next page), which directly
relate to what we will do in Lab 4. (b) Then read the rest of Eggleston’s chapter 6
(pages 159–167), which overlaps heavily with my notes. (c) Then quickly skim through
Eggleston’s sections 3.2.1–3.2.6 (pages 80–97), which are not related to Lab 4, but
should help you to understand better the diode-based circuits that we saw in Labs 1–
3. (Next week you’ll read section 3.1 on the solid-state physics behind diodes and p-n
junctions.) (d) Then email me your answers to the questions below.

1. When we introduced the opamp golden rules last week, Rule #1 (that Vout does
whatever is needed, such that V+ = V−) seemed a bit like magic. In your own words,
why does opamp golden rule #1 really work?

2. From the simple golden-rules picture, it makes no sense to include resistor R in
the inverting amplifier shown in the below-left figure. But it turns out that if you
are using an inexpensive opamp like the ’741, and if R1 and Rf are both quite large
resistors, then the presence of resistor R can be helpful. How so?

3. What is the point of drawing a graph like the one shown in the above-right figure?
What do the two curves represent, and what is the meaning of the point at which the
two curves intersect?

4. Is there anything from this reading assignment that you found confusing and would
like me to try to clarify? If you didn’t find anything confusing, what topic did you
find most interesting?

5. How much time did it take you to complete this assignment? Also, I continue
to welcome suggestions for ways in which I might adapt the course to make the best
possible use of your time.
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Last week, we used the “Golden Rules” of idealized opamps to analyze many useful
opamp circuits: followers, inverting and non-inverting amplifiers, integrators, sum-
ming amplifiers, etc. Our goals this week are (a) to see mathematically where the
Golden Rules come from and (b) to explore the less-than-ideal behavior of real-life
opamps. Next week, we will begin to study transistors, which are the key components
from which opamps are built; if all goes well, we will even build our own highly sim-
plified opamp from transistors, so that you have some sense of what happens inside
the opamp itself. For now, let’s see where the G.R. come from.

Rule #2 (that inputs draw negligible current) is easy to understand as a consequence
of the opamp’s very high (typically 106 ∼ 1012 Ω) input resistance. When we study
transistor circuits, we will see how the large input resistance of transistor-based am-
plifiers arises.

Rule #1 (that negative feedback will adjust Vout such that V+ ≈ V−) is less obvious.
I said last week that Rule #1 was a consequence of the opamp’s very high (typically
∼ 106 or more) gain, but I offered no details. Let’s analyze a few opamp circuits for
an opamp of large but finite gain A, and then see what happens as A→∞.

For the opamp follower (shown below, left), we find

Vout = A ·(V+−V−) = A ·(Vin−Vout) ⇒ Vout ·(1+A) = AVin ⇒ Vout =
A

1 + A
Vin.

So in the limit A → ∞, we have Vout → Vin, which is the same result that we found
by using the Golden Rules.

−

+Vin

Vout

For the inverting amplifier (shown above, right), we find

Vout = A · (V+ − V−) = −AV− ⇒ V− = −Vout

A
.

Using the fact that Rin of the opamp is very large (large enough to prevent any
non-negligible fraction of I1 from flowing into the opamp), we find I2 = −I1. Thus,

Vin − V−
R1

=
V− − Vout

R2

⇒ 1

R1

(
Vin +

Vout

A

)
= − 1

R2

(
Vout

A
+ Vout

)
.

After rearranging the above expression, we find

Vout

Vin

= − R2/R1

1 + 1
A

(
1 + R2

R1

) → − R2

R1
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in the limit A→∞, which again matches the Golden Rules result. By the way, what
is V− now?

V− = − Vout

A
= − R2

R1

· Vin

A+ 1 + R2

R1

→ 0

in the limit A→∞. So V− is a “virtual ground,” as the Golden Rules predict.

Let’s look at the non-inverting amplifier (shown above). Again, we write Vout =
A·(V+−V−), which is just the definition of the amplifier’s gain A. Then the schematic
diagram gives us V+ = Vin and (using the fact that the inputs draw negligible current)
V− = R2

R1+R2
Vout. So then

Vout = A ·
(
Vin −

R2Vout

R1 +R2

)
=

VinA

1 + AR2

R1+R2

=
VinA · (R1 +R2)

R1 +R2 + AR2

→ R1 +R2

R2

Vin

in the limit A → ∞. So Vout =
(

1 + R1

R2

)
Vin, as we found more easily by using the

Golden Rules. Let’s also check the Golden Rules’ prediction that V− = V+.

V− =
R2Vout

R1 +R2

=
R2

R1 +R2

· VinA · (R1 +R2)

R1 +R2 + AR2

=
R2VinA

R1 +R2 + AR2

→ Vin

in the A → ∞ limit. Since Vin = V+, we again confirm the rules’ prediction that
V− = V+, as long as negative feedback is present with very high gain.

If V+ were at just slightly higher potential than V−, then Vout would move higher;
this in turn would move V− higher, because a fraction of Vout is fed back into V−.
Conversely, if V+ were slightly lower than V−, then Vout would move lower; this in
turn would move V− lower. The negative feedback causes Vout to move such that V−
moves toward V+. In the A→∞ limit, V+ = V−.

So you can see that the Golden Rules are just a shortcut for evaluating the conse-
quences of A→∞ and Rin →∞, for cases where negative feedback is present.

Thus far, we have studied idealized opamps that have infinite gain, whose inputs
draw absolutely no current, and that generally lack the imperfections of real-world
opamps. Let’s look at the LM741 opamp’s official data sheet (shown on the next
several pages). It quotes these parameters:
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Parameter typical worst-case

Input Offset Voltage 1 mV 5 mV
Input Bias Current 80 nA 500 nA
Input Offset Current 20 nA 200 nA
Input Resistance 2 MΩ 300 kΩ
Voltage Gain 2× 105 5× 104

Output Voltage Swing (Vsupply = ±15 V) ±14 V ±10 V
Output Short-Circuit Current 25 mA
Bandwidth 1.5 MHz
Slew Rate 0.5 V/µs

It is important to know what these numbers mean when you select an opamp for
your own project, and it is helpful to be aware of these limitations (and how to work
around them) when you build or study a circuit using a given opamp.

The ’741 is an inexpensive ($0.75) and simple opamp — like an old Dodge Dart. You
can get far better performance from newer components. By exploring the limitations
of the ’741 (which are probably worse than those for opamps you would use in real
life), you can understand the ideas that you must consider when using or selecting an
opamp for projects that you may take on in the future.

The input offset voltage, Vos, is the small ∆V that must appear between the
opamp’s + and − inputs, in order to make Vout = 0. So then Vout = A · (V+ − V−) is
replaced by Vout = A · (V+ − V− − Vos). For the ’741, Vos is a few millivolts.

The input bias current, Ibias, is the small, finite DC current drawn by the + and
− inputs. In practice, the + and − inputs will have slightly different bias currents,
which we can call Ib+ and Ib−. Then Ibias ≡ 1

2
(Ib+ + Ib−), while the input offset

current is Ioffset ≡ |Ib+−Ib−|. Typically Ioffset is smaller than Ibias by a factor between
2 and 10. For the ’741, the bias and offset currents are O(100 nA).

A real opamp’s input resistance Rin and its gain A are large but of course finite. For
the ’741, Rin ∼ O(106 Ω), while A ∼ O(105). The internal circuitry of the ’741 uses
Bipolar Junction Transistors; opamps that instead use Field Effect Transistors have
enormously larger input resistance (e.g. O(1012 Ω)). These two facts will start to
make more sense once we study transistors in the coming weeks.

As noted last week, Vout cannot swing beyond the power supply “rails.” In fact, the
’741 typically will only go to ±14 V or less, if powered with ±15 V. Some opamps
offer “rail-to-rail” output, which is handy when using relatively small VS±.

(Continued after ’741 data sheet pages.)
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The largest current that a ’741 opamp’s Vout pin will “source” or “sink” (which verb
you choose depends on whether positive current is flowing out of or into the opamp)
is about 25 mA. This can be an issue when driving a big 8 Ω speaker, charging a big
capacitor, driving a long cable, driving a motor, etc. Sometimes one enlists the help
of a high-current external transistor in these cases. (This too will make more sense
once we have studied transistors.)

Every opamp has some finite bandwidth, i.e. the range of frequencies over which it
can amplify. Usually the frequency response of an opamp looks like that of an RC
low-pass filter (figures below from Week 2 notes). Usually the log-log graph (left) is
shown, but keep in mind that the shape looks quite different on a linear scale (right).

Remember that for an RC low-pass filter,∣∣∣∣Vout

Vin

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣ ( 1
jωC

)

R + ( 1
jωC

)

∣∣∣∣∣ =
1√

1 + (2πfRC)2
→ 1

2πRCf
(for f � 1

2πRC
)

At very high frequency, the product f ·
∣∣∣VoutVin

∣∣∣ for an RC low-pass filter is constant.

Because an opamp’s gain follows this same curve at high frequency, one often speaks
of the opamp’s gain × bandwidth product. Let’s look at an example using typical
values for a ’741 opamp: bandwidth = 1.5 MHz, and gain = 2 × 105 (or about
106 dB).1 You can see that bandwidth for an opamp does not mean f3dB. It means
the frequency at which gain = 1.

1The figure below is my hand-drawn reproduction of Horowitz & Hill figure 4.80, page 243.
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If I build an opamp follower using the ’741, its gain vs. frequency will
look like the dashed curve above. The follower will have a voltage gain |Vout|/|Vin| =
1 (expressed logarithmically, this is 0 dB) from DC up to 1.5 MHz, after which
|Vout|/|Vin| will fall in proportion to 1/f .

If I build a ×100 amplifier using the ’741, its gain |Vout|/|Vin| vs. fre-
quency will look like the hatched curve above. The ×100 amplifier circuit will have
voltage gain |Vout|/|Vin| = 100 (expressed logarithmically, this is +40 dB) from DC
up to 15 kHz, after which |Vout|/|Vin| will fall as 1/f . Graphically, the gain of your
amplifier circuit takes on the golden-rules value from low frequency up to the point
at which it meets the opamp’s own gain-vs-frequency curve, then follows the opamp’s
curve beyond that. The reason is that the gain of your amplifier circuit cannot exceed
the gain of the opamp itself.

You can see how the dashed and hatched curves arise mathematically by taking the
Vout expressions we derived (for opamp follower, for non-inverting amplifier, etc.) for
finite opamp gain A, and letting A(f) (the opamp’s gain as a function of frequency)
be the solid curve from the figure above.

Why the opamp’s gain vs. frequency (a.k.a. its frequency response) rolls off in this
way at high frequency relates to a subtle topic called frequency compensation.
Let me try to explain it briefly. You’ll also see this effect illustrated in an optional
part of Lab 4. Remember that once we started adding capacitors to our circuits,
we had to worry about phase shifts between Vin and Vout, and that the these phase
shifts varied with frequency. It turns out that the transistors from which opamps are
made will inevitably include some finite capacitance. (Any set of electrodes placed
a finite distance apart will have some finite capacitance.) So the internal workings
of the opamp create unavoidable phase shifts, which tend to grow with frequency.
If at some frequency the phase shift between the opamp’s inputs and its output
reaches 180◦, then (above that frequency) your circuit’s negative feedback will instead
become positive feedback: it is as if you had flipped the sign of Vout at high frequency.
(Remember that ejπ = −1.) As we will see below when we discuss comparators,
positive feedback makes a circuit unstable, such that even a tiny change in Vin can
make Vout swing wildly back and forth. This is definitely not what you want: you do
not want your opamp circuit, when given no input, to chatter uncontrollably at some
high frequency. The opamp designer’s cure for this problem is to reduce the opamp’s
gain deliberately at high frequencies (by building a low-pass filter into the opamp’s
internal circuitry), so that |A(f)| � 1 well before the phase of A(f) reaches 180◦.
That cure is called frequency compensation.

Finally, the ’741 opamp’s maximum slew rate is quoted as 0.5 V/µs. The slew
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rate refers to the opamp’s largest possible
∣∣dVout

dt

∣∣. It is a kind of saturation of the
opamp’s output, but in this case it is d

dt
Vout that saturates rather than Vout itself.

This may arise, for example, if an internal stage of the opamp has a current limit and
is charging an internal capacitance. Since the opamp’s slew rate represents a form
of saturation, it is a non-linear effect — it is a frequency limit that depends upon
amplitude. Thus, driving an opamp close to its slew rate can distort your signal —
e.g. introducing Fourier components2 into Vout that are not present in Vin.

Slewing is also pertinent when you need to get from Vout(min) to Vout(max) as quickly
as possible — something we will discuss when we introduce the comparator below.

A topic that appeared in Lab 3 but so far not in the reading is the effect of feedback
on an opamp circuit’s output resistance (a.k.a. Thévenin resistance, a.k.a. source
resistance). Let’s analyze for finite gain the example from Lab 3 (end of part 1), in
which we artificially gave the ’741 opamp an output resistance of 1 kΩ, as shown
below.

For finite opamp gain A,

VX = A · (V+ − V−) = A · (Vin − Vout).

But Vout = RL

RX+RL
VX , so then

Vout ·
RX +RL

RL

= VX = A · (Vin − Vout).

After rearranging, we have

Vout = Vin ·
A

A+ 1 + RX

RL

=
Vin

1 + 1
A

+ RX

ARL

.

The output resistance Rout of the follower circuit (i.e. of everything to the left of RL)
measures how much Vout will droop as we increase Iout. In other words, Rout = −dVout

dIout
.

2For a linear system, O(a · V1(t) + b · V2(t)) = a · O(V1(t)) + b · O(V2(t)). For the sum of two
inputs, the output is just the sum of the corresponding outputs. If the input to a linear system
contains only frequencies f1 and f2, the output will also contain only those two frequencies f1 and
f2. But a non-linear system can respond at frequencies not present in the original input, such as
2f1, 2f2, f1 + f2, f1 − f2, etc. (As an example of a non-linear operation, try squaring the input:
(cos(ω1t) + cos(ω2t))

2 expands to cos((ω1−ω2)t) + cos((ω1 +ω2)t) + 1
2 cos(2ω1t) + 1

2 cos(2ω2t) + 1.)
This is why your stereo sounds awful if you turn up the volume so far that some part of the system
(maybe the amplifier, maybe the speakers) begins to saturate: the response is no longer linear, so
the frequency content is no longer correct.
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Let’s define g ≡ 1
RL

, so then Iout = Vout/RL = gVout. Then

−1

Rout

=
dIout

dVout

=
d(gVout)

dVout

= g + Vout
dg

dVout

= g +
Vout

dVout/dg
,

and plugging in dVout/dg computed below,

−1

Rout

= g − Vout ·
A+ 1 + gRX

VoutRX

= g − A+ 1

RX

− g = −A+ 1

RX

⇒ Rout =
RX

1 + A
.

To get dVout/dg above, I used

Vout =
Vin

1 + 1
A

+ gRX

A

⇒ dVout

dg
= − Vin ·RX/A(

1 + 1
A

+ gRX

A

)2 = − VoutRX

A+ 1 + gRX

.

Probably if I were more clever, I could have shown this in fewer steps. But one thing
I like about the above computation is that it uses the intuitive meaning of Rout —
that it quantifies how much Vout decreases (“droops”) as more current is drawn from
the circuit — and it shows that reducing Rload is the mechanism for increasing Iout,
which in turn reduces Vout for a non-ideal voltage source. Also, I hope this argument
shows you that it is in fact the opamp’s high gain, used with negative feedback, that
causes most opamp circuits to be nearly-ideal voltage sources. (In the high-gain limit
A → ∞, we find Rout → 0 in the boxed expression above for the opamp follower.)
Even if the opamp itself had a non-negligible output resistance (which we model as
RX), the opamp follower as a whole would still have a very small output resistance,
because of the factor 1 + A in the denominator.

Now for something rather different: comparators and positive feedback. Suppose
you just want to compare two signals: for instance, you might want to compare the
temperature of your room to a thermostat setting. When Vprobe < Vsetting in the figure
below, the furnace control is driven to VS+ (e.g. +15 V), and when Vprobe > Vsetting,
the furnace control is driven to VS− (e.g. −15 V).

We could do this with an opamp. But . . .

• Opamps don’t like to be (i.e. their design is not optimized for being) slammed
from one power-supply rail to the other, and they can take some time to recover
from each transition.
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• We may want to slew from OFF to ON and back faster than the limited opamp
slew rate will allow.

• The opamp’s VS± may not be what we want for the two possible output states
(e.g. for the ON and OFF voltages to send to the furnace control). We may
want more flexibility in choice of output voltages for the ON and OFF states.

For these reasons, the comparator exists. The figure below shows an LM311 com-
parator (before adding the feedback connections).

The problem with this circuit is that the presence of any noise at all in the input signal
makes it very indecisive about which value its output should take. Instead of turning
the furnace on or off just once when the temperature is close to the thermostat setting,
it turns it on and off many times before finally making up its mind, as illustrated
below. We’ll fix that problem in a moment.

By the way, the mysterious-looking output is called an open-collector output. When
the output is in the LOW state, it looks like a short circuit to ground. When the
output is in the HIGH state, it looks like an open circuit. This gives you considerable
flexibility in using the output. An open-collector output requires a pullup resistor to
reach the proper HIGH voltage. This nomenclature and the way it is drawn on the
diagram will make much more sense to you after next week, when we study transistors.

The solution to the open-loop comparator’s indecisiveness is called a Schmitt trig-
ger. It adds hysteresis to the circuit. In fact, the schematic symbol for a Schmitt

trigger is which resembles the M vs. H curve for a ferromagnet (drawn
on the inside of an opamp-like symbol).

The figure below uses a ’311 comparator to implement a Schmitt trigger. When Vout is
driven to ground by the comparator (in the LOW state), we have V+ = 0, so the low-
to-high threshold is at 0 V. When Vout is pulled up to +15 V (in the HIGH state), we
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have Vout = (15 V) 110 kΩ
110 kΩ+4.7 kΩ

≈ 14.4 V, so then V+ = (14.4 V) 10 kΩ
10 kΩ+100 kΩ

≈ 1.3 V.
So the high-to-low threshold is at +1.3 V. (This sounds backward, but note that Vin

is at the inverting (−) input in this example.

Note that the feedback connection from Vout goes to the non-inverting (+) input of
the comparator. The resulting hysteresis looks like the figure below. The key idea
is that the low-to-high threshold is different from the high-to-low threshold, because
of the feedback connection. This cures the previous circuit’s indecisiveness.

This is an example of positive feedback: once the output moves into a given state,
the threshold changes so that it becomes relatively difficult to leave that state.3 The
motivation for the hysteresis is that once your thermostat has switched on the furnace,
you want to leave it on for several minutes, not just long enough to raise the temper-
ature by something like 0.1◦C. A real thermostat contains something analogous to a
Schmitt trigger (but usually implemented very differently).

One handy circuit you can build using a Schmitt trigger is an oscillator (below):

3Sun Tsu writes that upon sailing to the enemy’s beach, you must order your soldiers to burn
their own boats.
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Here’s how it works. Suppose that Vcap = 0 at t = 0. If Vout is in its LOW state, it is
driven to −15 V, which reduces Vcap with initial rate of change

dVcap

dt
=
I

C
= −(15 V)/(100 kΩ)

0.01 µF
= −15 V/ms.

The threshold for leaving the LOW state is (−15 V)
(

10 kΩ
10 kΩ+100 kΩ

)
≈ −1.36 V.

Once Vcap reaches −1.36 V, Vout goes to the HIGH state, and is thus pulled up to
(+15 V)

(
110 kΩ

114.7 kΩ

)
≈ 14.4 V. The threshold for leaving the HIGH state to return to

the LOW state is then (+14.4 V)
(

10 kΩ
110 kΩ

)
≈ +1.31 V. The initial rate of change of

Vcap is
dVcap

dt
=
I

C
=

(+14.4 V + 1.36 V)/(100 kΩ)

0.01 µF
≈ +16 V/ms.

When Vcap reaches +1.31 V, it turns around again. The oscillation period is about
2 × 2.7 V

15 V/ms
≈ 0.35 ms, i.e. the frequency is about 3 kHz. A graph of Vcap(t) looks

something like this:

So the circuit oscillates (deliberately): you could use it to make a clock. Eggleston’s
chapter 7 (which I doubt that I will ever assign for you to read) describes several
different kinds of oscillators, in case you’re curious.

LTspice!

One more thing that I hope to guide you through doing in class one day is installing
LTspice on your own computer. It is actually quite handy to be able to make a
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computer simulation of a circuit before you try to build it. (Example shown below.)
If I need to work through your lab assignments at home while writing them up, I
do it in LTspice. And any time I want to make a non-trivial analog circuit work, I
try it out in an LTspice simulation before I actually try building it: that allows me
to distinguish design flaws (I was trying to do something that won’t work, even in
theory) from implementation errors (I didn’t correctly build the intended circuit).

LTspice is a free (but unfortunately not open-source) circuit simulation program from
Linear Technology Corporation. It is an adaptation of the famous open-source SPICE
program developed at U.C. Berkeley from 1973–1993. There are many different ver-
sions of SPICE — some free and some proprietary; some GUI-based and some purely
text-based. I like LTspice because (a) it is freely available; (b) it has an easy-to-use
graphical user interface; (c) it includes a large number of component models for com-
monly used opamps, transistors, etc.; and (d) the head of the High Energy Physics
instrumentation group at Penn, who works just down the hall from me, uses LTspice
all the time. If you’re running Windows, you can download the LTspice Windows
installer directly from Linear’s web site at this URL:

www.linear.com/designtools/software/#LTspice

If you want to avoid running a Windows installer (or maybe you’re on the Detkin Lab
machine and aren’t allowed to), you can download this ZIP file and then run LTspice
from the unzipped folder:

positron.hep.upenn.edu/wja/P364_2012/ltspice4.zip

If you are using Mac OSX, you need to use WINE to fool LTspice into think that it
is running on Windows. The easiest way to do that is simply to download this Mac
disk image:

positron.hep.upenn.edu/wja/P364_2012/LTSpiceIV_v2.dmg

There is a pretty good (though maybe too long) LTspice tutorial here:

denethor.wlu.ca/ltspice/

I put a large number of LTspice example circuits from the fall 2010 version of Physics
364 at this location (try any file ending in “.asc”):

positron.hep.upenn.edu/wja/P364_2010/index.html

If you ever encounter a system that is about as good as LTspice but runs entirely in a
web browser, so that no software installation is needed, please let me know! A purely
web-based circuit simulator would be a great tool for teaching electronics.
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